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AC TS 14: 1- 22

1. What was happening in _________________? (Acts 14:1-7)

2. What was happening in ________________? (Acts 14:8-18)

3. What is happening in your ______________? (Acts 14:19-22)

How do you _____________ truth?

How do you _______________ truth?
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Is there a song that you thought for sure you knew the lyrics to and found out later you
were wrong? Share the right and wrong lyrics.
2. Is there something you believed or were 100% sure about that you later learned you
were wrong about? What was it?
3. Read Acts 14:1-7. According to the sermon, what was the Iconium mistake? Do you
ever find yourself making this same mistake? Describe.
4. Read Acts 14:8-18. According to the sermon, what was the Lystra mistake? Do you
ever find yourself making this same mistake? Describe.
5. There were a lot of biblical remedies shared (Bible verses) for both of these mistakes.
As a group, try to recall as many of them as possible. Which remedy is the most helpful
one for you and why?
6. The speaker talked about three things when it comes to sharing the truth about Jesus
with people- stepping out of your comfort zone, demonstration, and explanation. Talk
briefly about what was meant by each one. Then share which one is the most
challenging of the three for you.
7. Of all of the things discussed from this sermon, what is one thing that you think the Lord
may be most putting His finger on in your life right now?
PRAYER PROMPT: Palms Up, Palms Down. Are there places in your life that you need direction,
insight, or truth from God? Spend some time in prayer about it. Begin with your palms face up
and ask for truth and insight that can only come from the Lord. As you pray, turn your palms
face down as a way of setting down your own opinions and perspectives. Turn your palms back
up and receive the truth God has for you. Continue this posture of turning your palms over to
receive and let go and trust the Spirit to give you insight.
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